


EXASPERATION

(NOUN): (खीज): irritation

Synonyms: annoyance, chagrin

Antonyms: pleasure

WORD OF THE DAY



WORD OF THE DAY IMAGE



ERROR DETECTION BASED 

ON TIME & TENSE



1. If he would have (1)/ taken teaching more

seriously (2)/ he would have (3)/ become a

competent teacher. (4)/ No error (5)

(1)‘would have’ की जगह ‘had’ होगा।



2. The gardener did not cut (1)/ the grass

sometimes (2)/ because I have got a lot of (3)/

other jobs for him to do first. (4)/ No error (5)

(3)‘have got’ की जगह ‘had got’ होगा।



3. The roads are flooded (1)/ because it was

raining (2)/continuously for the (3)/ last two

days (4)/No error (5).

(2)‘It has raining’ की जगह ‘It has been raining’ होगा।



4. When there was (1)/no one at home (2)/ a thief

came in (3)/ and rob the house (4)/ No error (5)

(4)‘rob’ की जगह ‘robbed’ होगा।



5. By the time (1)/we reached there (2)/the

seminar (3)/ had begun(4)/ No error (5)

No error 



(1)‘I was to about’ की जगह ‘I was about to’ होगा।

6. I was to about (1)/ go out of my house (2)/ When

it suddenly (3)/ Started raining.(4)/ No error (5)



7. Why can’t he be (1)/held guilty (2)/If all the

evidence (3)/is against him(4)/ No error (5)

No error 



8. Yesterday he talked (1)/excited and

earnestly (2)/ as though it is (3)/ a serious

matter.(4)/ No error (5)

(3)‘as through it is’ की जगह ‘as through it were’ होगा।

याद रखें वर्तमान के Unfulfilled wish, condition, desire को व्यक्त

करने के लिए If, as through, I wish, As if, it is time, it is high

time etc. के साथ Past Indefinite (simple past) Tense का प्रयोग

लकया जार्ा है



9. The committee recommended (1)/ a heavy penalty to

(2)/ tax evaders so that people (3)/ desist from such

malpractices (4)/No error (5)

(4)‘desist’ की जगह ‘might desist’ होगा।



10. The officer could carry (1)/ the bag himself

but he (2)/ felt it is not proper(3)/to carry it

himself. (4)/ No error (5)

(3) ‘it is’ की जगह ‘It was’ होगा।



11. The approach road to (1)/ my building is

flooded(2)/ because it has raining (3)/ since

morning (4)/ No error (5)

(3)‘it has raining’ की जगह ‘it has been raining’ होगा।



12. Just because I(1)/ am not wearing a white

(2)/shirt they asked me (3)/to leave the

party. (4)/No error (5)

(2)‘am not wearing’ की जगह ‘was not

wearing’ या ‘did not wear’ होगा।



13. The time was so bad(1)/when I telephone

him (2)/That I could not hear (3)/ what he

said.(4)/ No error (5)

‘telephone’ की जगह ‘telephoned’ होगा।



14. The fourth branch of (1)/ our bank will be

opening (2)/ shortly in (3)/ a month(4)/ No

error (5)

(2)‘will be opening’ की जगह ‘will open’ होगा।



15. The fireman succeeded(1)/ in putting out

the (2)/ fire but fail to (3)/ rescue the

child(4)/ No error (5)

‘fail’ की जगह ‘failed’ होगा।



FILLERS BASED ON TIME & 

TENSE

















HOME WORK

The train…..before we reach the station.
(a) will have departed
(b) has departed
(c) is departing
(d) was departing



HOME WORK ANSWER

The Indian Air Force has played a vital role in the

nation’s defense and our glorious history is replete of

numerous counts of valour and fortitude in the face of

extreme odds.

A. replete of numerous accounts

B. replete with numerous accounts

C. replete by numerous account

D. replete through numerous counts

E. No correction required




